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This paper has the following contents. 1”. In an abelian extension field K over 
the rational number field, any ambiguous ideal is a principal ideal in the genus 
field in the wide sense. 2”. A number theoretical proof of the following. In a 
cyclic extension field K over the rational number field, any ambiguous class 
ideal is a principal ideal in the genus field in the wide sense. 
This paper has the following contents. 
(1) A different treatment for Hasse’s unit result. 
(2) If K/P is an abelian extension of the rationals, and r is the genus 
field with respect to K/P in the wide sense, then every ideal class in K which 
is represented by an ambiguous ideal (i.e., W = 9I for all u E G(K/P)) 
becomes principal when extended to l7 
(3) An arithmetic proof of Terada’s principal ideal theorem in the 
case of absolutely cyclic fields. 
Let K be an abelian number field over F. 
If a number field r satisfies the conditions 
(i) r/F is abelian; 
(ii) no prime divisor in K ramifies in r/K; 
(iii) r is maximal under the conditions (i) and (ii), 
then we call r the genus field of K/F in the wide sense. An ambiguous 
class ideal of K/F is the ideal 2I of K such that 2P’ is a principal ideal of K 
for all u E G(K/F). 
Terada’s principal ideal theorem is the following. 
I f  K/F is cyclic, then any ambiguous class ideal of K/F is a principal ideal 
in the genusJield of K/F in the wide sense. 
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His proof of this theorem is given by a cohomological method. For the 
generalization of this theorem to the case K/F is abelian, we wish to give 
a purely arithmetical proof of this theorem. We shall give in Section 4 
such a proof in the special case that the ground field F is restricted to the 
rational field P. This is the content of (3). This proof in case K/P is qua- 
dratic has been shown in [3] as an example by professor Terada. 
In the above proof, we considered a theorem about a unit index which 
appeared in [l]. As the author’s proof for this theorem does not use 
characters of abelian groups, our proof of this theorem is self-contained. 
This is the content of (1). 
We extend Terada’s theorem to the case that K is an abelian extension 
of the rational field P. It is the content of (2). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we shall use the following notations. 
The rational number field. 
A primitive nth root of unity. 
The cyclotomic field generated by 5, over P. 
The maximal real subfield of P,. 
An abelian extension of finite degree. 
The maximal real subfield of K. 
The galois group of K/P. 
The group of ideals in K. 
The group of principal ideals in K. 
We call 2I E IK such that 21U = 2I for all o E G(K/P) an ambiguous ideal. 
A3 The group of all ambiguous ideals in K. 
We call QI E IK such that QPl E PK for all CJ E G(K/P) an ambiguous class 
ideal. 
A The group of all ambiguous class ideals in K. 
a = [A : PJ: 
We call a the ambiguous class number. 
a, = [A,P, : P,]. 
ho = [ZKo : PKJ. 
EK The group of all units in K. 
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In this paper, the conductor of K is the minimal number f such that 
KCP,. 
gal The product of all infinite prime divisors of K. 
PK+ = {(LX); CYFK, (Y. = 1 modg,} 
The principal ideal group in the narrow sense. 
A+ = {a E ZK; %l-~ E Px+ for all o E G(K/P)] 
a+ = [A+ : PK+] 
We call a+ the ambiguous class number in the narrow sense. 
2. INDEX OF UNITS 
In Section 2, K is imaginary. The index Q of units is [EK : ZERO], where 
Z is the group of all roots of unit in K. It is well known that 
Q = [N,,,,E, : EiJ = 1 or 2 [I]. Theorems 2,3,4 in this paper have 
been proved by Hasse, using the character group of G(K/P). We shall 
prove them without using the character group. 
We consider the natural mapping cp : Z,,lPxo --t AfPK/PK , where A’ is 
the group of ideals of K invariant under complex conjugation and we put 
[A’PK/PK : Image ~1 = m, [Kernel ~1 = [ZK, n PK/PKJ = k. 
Consequently, 
k = 1 -+ If an ideal in K,, is a principal ideal in K, then it is a 
principal ideal in K,, . 
It is well known that 
ho II ei ho II ei . Q hoQ IT ei 
‘O = 2[EKo : NKIKoEJ = 2[&, : EKJ = __- ’ 2 
where nei is the product of the ramification exponents of all prime 
divisors in K with respect to K/K, and n’ei is the product of the ramifica- 
tion exponents of all finite prime divisors in K with respect to K/K,, . 
Since ho/k = a,/m, we have 
k = (2m/Qn’eJ (1) 
As AoPK is generated by PK and ZK, and ramified prime ideals in K, 
(m/n’ei) < 1 and so k < (2/Q). Hence we have Propositions 1 and 2. 
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PROPOSITION 1. 
k= 1 or 2; 
Q=2=+k=l; 
k=2=Q=l. 
PROPOSITION 2. If all finite prime divisors in K,, are unramtfied, then 
k = 2/Q. 
THEOREM 1. If there is at least one prime ideal in K,, which does not 
divide 2 and ramifies in K/K, , then k = Q = 1. 
Proof We can choose pO E K, such that K = KO(&2). Then we can 
find a divisor ‘9I of &” such that 2I E IKOPK and ‘3 is the product of 
ramified prime ideals in K and ‘?I $ Ix2 by the assumption of Theorem 1. 
Hence m < n’ei and k = Q = 1 by (1). 
THEOREM 2. Zf the conductor of K is a power pp of prime number p, then 
k=Q=1. 
Proof. As KC Pap, only one finite prime divisor ramifies in K/K,, and 
it is a principal ideal in K. Therefore AoP, is generated by lKO and PK . 
Consequently v is onto, and m = 1. As n’ei = 2, we have k = l/Q. 
Hencek=Q=l. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let M be an absolutely abelian imaginary number$eld 
and suppose that only 2 ramifies in M/P. Let L be an absolutely abelian 
real numberfield and suppose that 2 does not ramify in LIP. Then k = Q = 1 
inK= LM. 
Proof. As M C P2p, there is only one prime divisor of 2 in M and it is a 
principal ideal (h). And L C K,, C K. The prime ideals of K, which ramify 
in K/K0 are divisors of 2. Let them be pl, p2 ,..., pt , and we put pi = ‘$$ 
in K. Then it must be that (X) = ‘&‘p2 ... ‘$$ . So m < n’ei. Accordingly 
k=Q=l. 
THEOREM 3. If K/P is cyclic, then k = Q = 1. 
Proof. Since K/P is cyclic, there exists at least one ramified prime 
ideal in K/K,, . If there exists a ramified prime ideal in K, which is not a 
divisor of 2, then k = Q = 1 by Theorem 1. So we suppose that all 
ramified prime ideals in K/K, are divisors of 2. 
We denote by 2Qf the conductor of K, where f is odd and we put L’ = 
P,nK, M’=P,pnK, A=L’M’, M=P,KnP2@, N=KM, L= 
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Pf n N and N’ = AM. Then we have easily P = L’ n M’, P,K = P,N, 
P-~-M, N=LM, M’=K~JM, M’=dn~, A=KnN’, 
N=KN’,P=L’nM,N’=L’M,L’=LnN’,N=LN’,L’=LnK, 
and N = LK. 
Then we can conclude that A = Kand L = L’ is real. We have k = Q = 1 
by Proposition 3. 
Proposition 4 follows easily. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let L be an absolutely abelian imaginary number field 
and let K be an imaginary subfield of L. 
Suppose (L : K) = n is odd. Then, if k = 1 in L/L, , k = 1 in KIK, . 
Theorem 4 is equivalent to {l, Satz 261. This theorem plays an important 
role in our proof of Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 4. Let the conductor of K be f = ZOfo, where p = 0 or 
p > 2 and f. is odd. Suppose that f has at least two dt$ferent prime divisors 
and (Pf : PpK) = m, is odd. Then, tf p = 0 we have Q = 2 and k = 1 in 
K and if p # 0, i.e., p < 2 and Pzp n K is imaginary we have Q = 2 and 
k = 1 in K. 
Proof. E,, = Npl,& - &) = NPtlK((l - &)“/--&) is a positive unit 
of Kc, . Then Ed E K,,2 if and only if NP,&- &) E K2. Therefore, if NPIIK 
(-5,) 4 K2, then Q = [NKIKOEX : EiD] = 2 and k = 1 by Proposition 1. 
So it suffices to show that NPIIK( - 5,) $ K2. 
When p = 0, NPtlKi$ E K2 and i = (- 1)1/2 $ K and so NPIIK(- 1) = 
(- l)“~ = - 1 4 K2. So, Nr+( - &.) $ K2. 
When p = 0, i.e., p > 2, we put M = Pzp n K, KI = KP,P n P,, and 
A = M(K n P,O). Then KI is imaginary since m, = (P, : KPv) = (PI, : 
KI) is odd. If M is imaginary, then M = PZP-, in case i E M and M = 0 in 
diagram D.l. in case i $ M. If M = P2p-,, then Np,,x(--~~) = NPP,M 
C-C?) = - ~$%&P,M(- 11, 1 E K2, NPPIM(- 1) E K2 and L& E K but 
52~-r+l $ K. Hence NPIIK(--5~) # K2. and NPI&-L) $ K2. 
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P. 1. 
Next suppose M = 0. Let J be the substitution from a complex number (Y 
to the complex conjugate number E and let 0 be a generator of G(P+,/ 
P2P-r-1) such that <& = -&,H. Then NP,lK(- Cw) = NP,,~IIB~ = 
N PIo,M(2 = (ivpIo,p211-r~~jl+~J = (-<zpJ= (I;gz-fjmo = ($L(--[&)mo 
= -1 $P. 
3. GENUS FIELD OVER AN ABSOLUTELY ABELIAN NUMBER FIELD 
Let F’ be the genus field of K/P in the narrow sense, i.e., I” satisfies 
the conditions 
(i) r’/P is abelian. 
(ii) No Unite prime divisor in K ramifies in r’/K, 
(iii) r’ is maximal under conditions (i) and (ii). 
It has been shown by Leopoldt that the character group S* of r’ is the 
“Auflosung” of the character group 3 of K [2]. In this section we shall 
construct P directly without using the character group of K. 
THEOREM 5. Let f = ppp? -** p2 be a factorization of the conductor 
f of K into prime numbers and let ei be the ramification exponent of pi in 
K/P. When pi is odd, a subfield kt of P,+ such that (ki : P) = ei is deter- 
mined uniquely for ei . When pz = 2, we choose a suitable ki from among 
the subJelds of Pzrd such that (k, : P) = ei . Then we have r’ = kI @ 
k, @ .-- @ kb . Consequently the genus number g’ = (r’ : K) in the narrow 
sense is equal to (e1e2 ... eJ(K : P)), and 
r’ = puw - 5,;1>, N2(1 - L;e>,..., Nt(l - Cl+)>, 
Proof Let F = p;l, pp,..., pit be a factorization of the conductor F 
of r’ into prime numbers. Then ri < s1 (i = 1,2 ,..., t). We put d = 
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(PFIP; 1 n K)(Pq n K), k, = KPFIpl, = n P,;, and KI = PF,911 8 n Kk,. Then we 
have KnP+=Knk,,KnP,,, 81=KInK,Kk,=KK,,A-AKIn 
K, Kk, = AK,K, A = K n Ak, , K& = KAk, and KP,,,: = PpiD,;‘Kkl . 
We show that Kk, C r’ C KPF,q and r,’ = PFIq n r’ is the genus 
field of K,IP in the narrow sense. 
As ~2 ,..., pt do not ramify in k,/P, they do not ramify in Kk,/K. As p1 
does not ramify in K,/P, it does not ramify in Kk,IK. Accordingly no 
finite prime divisor ramifies in Kk,/K. Kk,/P is abelian. Therefore Kk, C r’. 
If we suppose KP,,,;, C rlP,,,;l , then p1 ramifies in r’PFIp;‘/KPFla~ 
since p1 ramifies totally in P,IP,,+ , and therefore p1 ramifies in r’/Kkl . 
This is a contradiction. Hence KPI;,,;l = I”PFIa;’ , i.e., r’ C KPF,,p2 . 
Since K C P,:,,p 1.. p;*, r’ C P,;,,;, ... pit. This implies that s1 < y1 . 
Similarly we have si < ri (i = 2, 3,..., t) and hencef= F. 
We have KI = I’,’ n Kk, , r’ = I’,‘Kk, easily. Let r” be the genus 
field of K,/P in the narrow sense. No prime divisor of p ( p # pl) ramifies 
in r’/Kk, and Kk,/K, and no prime divisor of p1 ramifies in I’,‘/K, . Hence 
no finite prime divisor ramifies in r,‘lK, . From this fact KI C r,’ C I’;. 
No finite prime divisor ramifies in r,“r’/K and I’;Y,lP is abelian. Hence 
we have I’lr, C r’ and ri C r’. Since p1 ramifies totally in p/r,‘, it must 
be I’; = I’,‘. And r’ = I’,‘@ k, and the conductor of KI is f/p2 . 
We can repeat for KI the above arguments for K, and we can conclude 
r’ = k, @ k, @ +.* @ kt, (ki : P) = ei, rd = si (i = 1, 2 ,..., 1). 
Since ki = P(N,(l - [Q)), we gave r’ = P(N,(l - Q),..., N(l - 5,~)). 
COROLLARY. All ambiguous idehls in K/P are principal ideals in the genus 
field I” of K/P in the narrow sense. 
Proof. Put pi = luzf in K for pi and ei in Theorem 5. Then Q& = 
(N,(l - S,;r)) in Kk, for ki of Theorem 5. Hence 91i is a principal ideal in 
r’. 
Let r be the genus field of K/P in the wide sense,, i.e., r satisfies the 
conditions 
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(i) r/P is abelian. 
(ii) No prime divisor in K ramifies in r/K. 
(iii) r is maximal under the conditions (i) and (ii). 
THEOREM 6. AN ambiguous ideals in K/P are principal ideals in the 
genus field I’ of K/P in the wide sense. 
Proof. If K is imaginary, then r = r’ and therefore this theorem 
follows from the corollary to Theorem 5. We suppose K is real. 
(1) If n = (K : P) is odd, then g’ is odd by Theorem 5. Then r’ is 
real. Hence r = I”. In this case the theorem is correct by the corollary to 
Theorem 5. 
(2) If this theorem is correct in case n is a power of 2, then this 
theorem is correct. 
In fact, we can decompose K such that K = Kl @ K, , (Kl : P) = 20, 
(Kz : P) = m, where 12 = 2pm and m is odd. Let 21 be an ambiguous ideal 
of K/P. Put a2 = iVKIK, a = azp, a, = NKIKI a = am. Since ai(i = 
1,2) is an ambiguous ideal of KJP, ai is a principal ideal in the genus 
field ri of K,/P in the wide sense by (1) and the assumption. Consequently 
azp is a principal ideal in KrS and 91m is a principal ideal in Kr, . We 
choose integers x, y such that 1 = 2px + my. Then a = a2PxanLa is a 
principal ideal in Kr,r, . Because of Kr,r, C r, a is a principal ideal 
in r. 
(3) The proof in case n = 2”. When r’ is real, our theorem is correct 
because of r = r’. We suppose r’ is imaginary. Using the notation in 
Theorem 5, 
r’=k,@k,@-*-Ok, g’ = a power of 2. 
If k, is real, then Kk, is real. If p1 = ‘$I;ll in K, ‘VI1 is a principal ideal 
(N,(l - Q)) in Kk, . Hence ‘$I1 is a principal ideal in r because of 
Kk, C I’. Since r’ is imaginary, at least one of k, , k, ,. .., kt is imaginary. 
We suppose that k, is imaginary. 
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Since Kk, = KK, , wheere KI = Pf,D;l fi Kk, , KI is imaginary. Since 
KI C k2 @ ..* @ k, , at least one of k, ,..., kt, is imaginary. We suppose k, 
is imaginary and let M be the maximal real subfield of k,k, . 
In casep, # 2 and pz # 2, yi = 1 and (Ppi : ki) (i = 1,2) is odd because 
(ki : P) = a power of 2 and ki is imaginary, Hence the number k (in 
Section 2) is equal to 1 in klk, by Theorem 4. Put pi = bp (i = 1,2) in M. 
Because k = 1 in k,k, and bi is a principal ideal in k,k, , bi is a principal 
ideal in i&f. If pi = aii in K, a+ = bi in I? As MC r, ai is a principal 
ideal in l? 
In case p1 = 2, rz = 1 and (P,vIp2 : kIkzP2~l) = (P,, : k,) is odd. Hence 
k = 1 in k,kz by Theorem 4. Therefore, if pi = a;< in k, a, , a, are 
principal ideals in r. 
4. A NUMBERTHEORETICALPROOFOFTERADA'SPRINCIPALIDEALTHEOREM 
IN CASE OF ABSOLUTELY CYCLIC FIELDS 
If K/F is cyclic, Terada’s principal ideal theorem is the following. 
Any ambiguous class ideal in K/F is a principal ideal in the genus field 
r of K/F in the wide sense. 
We shall give a number theoretical proof of the above in case F = P. 
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As an ambiguous ideal in K/P is principal in r by Theorem 6, it suffices 
to show that an ambiguous class ideal belonging to a class in A/PI, which 
does not contain any ambiguous ideal is principal in r. 
(1) If n = (K : P) is odd, then any class in A/P, contains an ambi- 
guous ideal. In fact, as K is real and g’ is odd by Theorem 5, r’ is real and 
I” = ZY Let s be a generator of G(K/P). If al-” = (cx), a: E K, a E ZK , then 
N K,Pm = Al. As NKIP( - 1) = - 1, we may suppose NKlpn == 1. Then, 
there exists /I E K such that (Y = fl1-s and a/(3 is ambiguous. 
(2) If the theorem is proved when n is a power of 2, then the theorem 
is proved when n is even as follows. We put n = 2~rn, where m is odd. 
Then K = K,K, , Kl n K2 = P, (Kl : P) = 20, (K, : P) = m. For a E ZK 
such that al-8 = ((u), 01 E K, we put a, = NKIKIa, a2 = NKIK’,a, then 
a, = am (mod PK) and a2 E azp (mod PK). As ai (i = 1,2,) is an 
ambiguous class ideal in Ki/P by (1) and the assumption, ai is a principal 
ideal in the genus field ri of KiIP in the wide sense. Therefore a” and azp 
are principal in Kr, and Kr, , respectively. As we can choose integers 
qysuchthatl =2Dx+my,a=aPa 2 x my is a principal ideal in KrJ, = 
r,r, c r. 
(3) The proof of the case n = 2~. 
If r’ # r, then any ambiguous class in K/P contains an ambiguous 
ideal as follows. K and r are real and r’ is imaginary. Since K/P is cyclic, 
g’ = (r’ : K) = & = (A + : pK+) = & 
(K : P) 
g = (r : K) = a = (A : Pd = (K. p,&;i. NK,pol , 
where 6 = (a E K; N,,,a = f 1). Sinc,e g = g’/2, [i&l}: N,,,@] = 2, 
i.e., N,,,@ = { 1). If al-; = (a), a E ZK and cy E K, then NKIPa = 1. So a/j3 is 
ambiguous choosing /3 E K such that 01 = fll-s. 
If r’ = rand Kb imaginary, then NKIpa = 1 for 01 E K such that a1-8 = 
(a.), a E ZK . Accordingly any ambiguous class contains an ambiguous 
ideal. 
If r’ = r and K is real; then r is real. From g = g’ we have NKIP@ = 
{ f I}. For a E ZK such that al--# = (cx), a belongs to a class containing an 
ambiguous ideal in the following two cases. 
(i) NKIPa = 1; 
(ii) NKIPol = - 1 and there exists a unit E such that NKI+ = -1. 
It suffices to show the following. 
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Suppose r’ = r, K is real, and NKIpEK = {If. If a’-” = (a), 
NKIPd = - 1, then a is principal in r. 
Now, PI 3 ~2 ,... , pt are all ramified primes in K/P. If f = 1, then K = 
r = I”. Hence A = PK. We can suppose t > 1. As K/P is cyclic and 
(K : P) = 2”, there exists at least one totally ramified prime p1 in K/P. We 
have the next diagram. 
P 
We put G(L/K,) = (T), G(K/P) = (s), G(L/k,) = &FL) and p restricted to 
K is si. Then C+ = al-* = (01) NLIK1~ = NKIPol = - 1. As k,/P is 
cyclic, as the genus field of k,/P is k, and as k, is real, 
1 = [A 7clPslPkl : PleJ = __ (k, : f’) (k, : P)[{+ll : N,,~A,l ’ 
where &1IP.O is the group of ambiguous ideals in k, . Hence NktlpElcl = 
{&l}, i.e., there exists E E Elc, such that Nk,,+ = - 1. Hence 
NL,K,(~ = 1. 
So we can choose p E L such that OIE = /3-,. Hence (a/!-1)1-T = 1, 
i.e., afl-l is an ambiguous ideal in L/K, . Since p1 ramifies totally in k, 
and does not ramify in L/k,, 
where !I$ ,..., ‘QU are prime divisors of p1 in L. 
Let %I.Jqi be the &component in the factorization of a-‘/l into 
prime ideals in L. We shall show that there exists an ambiguous class ideal 
of KJP which is equal to aya@ in L. Since vpi is ramified totally in L/K,, 
fQi2 = ?& . So a!@;1 ... Cp>/fi is prime to p1 and is an ambiguous ideal in 
L/K,. Hence a$%:1 **a ‘p>//3 = ‘9I E IKl. 
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where 
Since 
t= Cll+s+...+s”-’ /p. 
41-7 = 
&+s+...+s'-')(1-d &4 
p4G7) = - (aE)l-ll = 1, 
we have [ E K. 
Since ‘@-u = &@:I ... ‘$>)l-u and ‘$I E ZK, and 5 E Kl , we have 
CW .” qQ)l-@ E ZK, . 
As there exists an integer a such that !$3:” = +& , 
Since (‘@~‘$Q **. ‘p$)u is prime to ‘pl, we have !J?fl-“aII((p> *.* 
‘p>)l-u’. As ‘pl ramifies totally in L/K, , then n I a, - a2 . Similarly we have 
n ) a, - a, (v = 2, 3,..., u). When we put a, = a, + nb, , we have 
flq -.. ‘$> = (‘Ql a.. vu)“1 (‘$2 ... p>)” = y”lB and !jj E ZK1. 
Hence 
2l @ql . . . ‘@$I -= 
ay*l 
8 gs =- B 
is an ideal of Kl and 
a l-u 
( ) -B- = al--p(yl-+~ I- for 6 E Kl. 
Accordingly ‘8/S is an ambiguous class ideal of KJP. 
If 2I/23 = ayQ//3 is a principal ideal in I’,‘, then a is principal ideal in ZY 
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